FREE-STANDING
COOKING RANGE

A true Italian story. A story of passion and devotion.
Here are the ingredients that make Optima products
unique.
This catalog is a tribute to the “Made in Modena”, to the
ability and to Optima’s experience.
It is a tribute to the culinary tradition of Modena too,
cradle of prestigious recipes and D.O.P. products
(protected origin), that can be tasted only on the best
tables in Modena.
Turning over the pages of this catalog, you will touch the
lightness of certain “Pasta” handmade, the crispness of
some pastry and the softness of certain stuffings.
You will also touch the perfection of Optima products
line you will see the quality of the materials and the
careful attention to details.
These traditional dishes of Modena will drive you along
this gastronomic path, where Optima products are
the undisputed protagonists of unique beauty and
elegance.
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COOKING FUNCTIONS
Freestanding

FAN COOKING
Thanks to the fan and the circular
heating elements, heat gets diffused
evenly throughout the cavity thus
allowing you to cook several dishes
that require the same temperature
and timing. This function does
not require any pre-heating and,
compared to conventional cooking,
it manages to reduce the time of
cooking by 10 minutes per hour at
lower temperatures.

CONVENTIONAL COOKING
Ideal to cook pastries and cakes,
but also to cook simultaneously
dishes that require different
temperatures. This method uses
both the upper and the lower
electric heating elements to
spread intense heat throughout
the oven cavity.

RAPID DEFROST
To defrost quickly without using
the microwave first because the fan
moves the air inside the oven at room
temperature.

GRILL
Perfect to grill thin or medium
thickness meat because it uses
only the inside of the upper
heating element.

FULL GRILL
Unlike the previous one, this
function uses both upper heating
elements thus granting the same
grillig results for thicker pieces of
food or meat.

TURNSPIT
This cooking function is useful to
cook cruncky kitchen or to roast
meat.

FANNED GRILL
This is the best function for a fast
grill or to roast thick pieces of
meat because it uses both heating
elements plus the fan.

FINAL COOKING
Ideal for receipes that need slow
cooking or to delicately heat precooked food. This function uses
only the lower heating element.

FINAL FAN COOKING
This method uses the lower heating
element plus the fan. It is perfect to
give your cooking the final touch or to
heat pre-cooked food.

ROASTING
This is ideal for delicate food,
roasting or to keep dishes that
have just been cooked warm, as it
only uses the external part of the
upper heating elements.

Electric multifunction oven.

Conventional Electric oven
with turnspit.

Gas oven with electric grill
+ fan.

Gas oven with fan + gas
grill.

Conventional Electric oven
+ fan.

Main electric multifunction oven
Auxiliary conventional oven with
turnspit

Gas oven with electric
grill,turnspit.

Gas oven with gas
grill,turnspit.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT
Freestanding

A
CLASSE A
European regulations about
energy consumption foresees a
range of categories from A to G.
All the Optima’s ovens are class A,
in the category of ovens that have
the lowest consumption and the
best energy efficiency.

TOUCH

TOUCH CONTROL
To program your cooking is now
easy: you only need to lightly
touch the display panel with your
fingertips. The control panel is
perfectly even and easy to clean.

TELESCOPIC RUNNERS
Allow you to extract the racks more
easily. The handling of large dishes
becomes very simple.

L I T R I

OVEN CAPACITY
It is the internal volume of the oven,
the net volume used for cooking.
In Optima’s oven range, even the
larger capacities have a class A
energy efficiency.

FULL-GLASS INNER DOOR
It is designed for an easy cleaning,
also in depth, of the oven door.

COOLING FAN
Tangential cooling fan moves out
the hot air so that the external
surfaces and the oven door remain
cold.

SELF CLEANING OVEN
Available with enamel classified ETC
( Easy to clean)

GAS SAFETY
Essential for oven safety as it
immediately stops the flow of gas
if the flame goes out.

DRAWER
At the bottom of the oven cavity is
available a large drawer suitable to
locate cooking utensils.

PLINT
Available a stainless steel plinth on
3 sides or 1 front only, to cover the
adjustable legs.
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IMPERIAL
90X60
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IMPERIAL MAXI OVEN

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE

10

WHITE

IVORY

BURGUNDY

90X60

Trim colors

CHROME/CHROME

A

CHROME/GOLD

Available models
L I T R I

IM 296.50 FEM

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Tangential cooling fan
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support
Analogic clock for gas oven
Analogic programmer for electric oven
Sliding drawer
Adjustable stainless steel legs
Oven light
Full glass oven door with 3 glasses
Oven cavity with lateral grids
Energy class A

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

IM 296.50 TFCGPV

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Gas oven with fan + gas grill

IM 296.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating
elements
Electric multifunction oven

Option:
- Turnspit
- Telescopic runners
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IMPERIAL DOUBLE OVEN

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE
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WHITE

IVORY

BURGUNDY

90X60

Trim colors

CHROME/CHROME

A

CHROME/GOLD

Available models
L I T R I

IM 292.50 FEM

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Tangential cooling fan
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support
Analogic programmer for electric oven
Sliding drawer
Adjustable stainless steel legs

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

IM 292.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating
elements
Electric multifunction oven

Main electric multifunction oven
Auxiliary conventional oven
Oven light
Full glass oven door with 3 glasses
Oven cavity with lateral grids
Energy class A
Option:
- Turnspit
- Telescopic runners
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ROYAL
90X60
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ROYAL MAXI OVEN

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE

OPTIONAL: 6 GAS BURNERS
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WHITE

IVORY

BURGUNDY

90X60

Trim colors

CHROME

A

CHROME/GOLD

Available models
L I T R I

RC 290.50 FEM

Stainless steel hob 4 cm round shape
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Tangential cooling fan
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support
Analogic clock for gas oven
Analogic programmer for electric oven
Sliding drawer
Adjustable stainless steel legs

Option:
- Turnspit
- Decorative legs
- Telescopic runners

RC 290.50 TFCGPV

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Gas oven with fan + gas grill

OPTIONAL

Oven light
Full glass oven door with 3 glasses
Oven cavity with lateral grids
Energy class A

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

RC 290.60 ..........

6 gas burners including 1 wok

RC 290.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating
elements
Electric multifunction oven
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ROYAL DOUBLE OVEN

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE

18

WHITE

IVORY

BURGUNDY

90X60

Trim colors

OPTIONAL: 6 GAS BURNERS

A

CHROME

CHROME/GOLD

Available models
L I T R I

RC 292.50 FEM

Main electric multifunction oven
Auxiliary conventional oven
Oven light
Full glass oven door with 3 glasses
Oven cavity with lateral grids
Energy class A

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

OPTIONAL

Stainless steel hob 4 cm round shape
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Tangential cooling fan
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support
Analogic programmer for electric oven
Sliding drawer
Adjustable stainless steel legs

RC 292.60 ..........

6 gas burners including 1 wok

RC 292.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating
elements
Electric multifunction oven

Option:
- Turnspit
- Decorative legs
- Telescopic runners
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REGENCY MAXI OVEN

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE

20

WHITE

IVORY

BURGUNDY

90X60

Trim colors

BRONZE

A

Available models
L I T R I

REG 296.50 FEM

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support

REG 296.50 TFCGPV

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Gas oven with fan + gas grill

Oven light
Tangential cooling fan
Analogic clock for gas oven
Analogic programmer for electric oven
Bronze handle and knobs
Full glass oven door with 3 glasses
Storage compartment (drop down door)
Adjustable stainless steel legs

Induction hob with 5 heating
elements
Electric multifunction oven
OPTIONAL

Option:
- Turnspit
- Telescopic runners

REG 296.0I5 FEM

REG 296.60 .....

6 gas burners including 1 wok
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REGENCY DOUBLE OVEN

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE
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WHITE

IVORY

BURGUNDY

90X60

Trim colors

BRONZE

A

Available models
L I T R I

REG 292.50 FEM

Main electric multifunction oven
Analogic programmer for electric oven
Auxiliary conventional oven
Oven light
Tangential cooling fan
Bronze handle and knobs
Full glass oven door with 3 glasses
Storage compartment (drop down door)
Adjustable stainless steel legs

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

OPTIONAL

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support

REG 292.60 ..........

6 gas burners including 1 wok

REG 292.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating
elements
Electric multifunction oven

Option:
- Telescopic runners
- Turnspit
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EVOLUTION MAXI OVEN / DOUBLE OVEN

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE

A

Available models
L I T R I

EV 296.50 FEM

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Tangential cooling fan
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven
EV 296.50 TFCGPV TC

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Gas oven with fan + gas grill

Turnspit
Oven light
Electronic programmer touch (only electric oven)
Minute minder (only gas oven)
Stainless Steel handle and knobs
Full glass oven door with 3 glasses
Storage compartment (drop down door)
Adjustable stainless steel legs
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Induction hob with 5 heating elements
Electric multifunction oven

OPTIONAL

Option:
- Telescopic runners

EV 296.0I5 FEM

EV 290.60 ..........

6 gas burners including 1 wok

90X60

Trim colors

CHROME

A

Available models
L I T R I

EV 292.50 FEM

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Tangential cooling fan
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support

EV 292.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating elements
Electric multifunction oven

OPTIONAL

Main electric multifunction oven
Auxiliary conventional oven
Oven light
Electronic programmer touch
Stainless Steel handle and knobs
Full glass oven door with 3 glasses
Storage compartment (drop down door)
Adjustable stainless steel legs

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

EV 292.60 ..........

6 gas burners including 1 wok

Option:
- Telescopic runners
- Turnspit
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PROFESSIONAL
90X60
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PROFESSIONAL MAXI OVEN / DOUBLE OVEN

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE

A

L I T R I

PR 296.50 FEM

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm.
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Tangential cooling fan
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support
Mechanical timer/digital clock for gas oven
Digital programmer for electric oven

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven
PR 296.50 TFGPV TC

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Gas oven with gas grill, turnspit

Oven light
Full glass oven door

PR 296.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating elements
Electric multifunction oven

Option:
- Telescopic runners
- Fan assistant gas oven
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OPTIONAL

Energy class A
Storage compartment (drop down door)
Adjustable stainless steel legs
PR 290.60 ..........

6 gas burners including 1 wok

90X60

OPTIONAL: 6 gas burners

A

MECHANICAL TIMER

DIGITAL TIMER

Available models
L I T R I

PR 292.50 FEM

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm.
Removable splashback
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Tangential cooling fan
Underknob one-touch ignition
Cast iron pan support
Digital programmer

Energy class A
Storage compartment (drop down door)
Adjustable stainless steel legs

PR 292.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating elements
Electric multifunction oven

OPTIONAL

Oven light
Main electric multifunction oven
Auxiliary conventional oven
Full glass oven door

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

PR 292.60 ..........

6 gas burners including 1 wok

Option:
- Telescopic runners
- Turnspit
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VINTAGE

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE
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90X60

Trim colors

CHROME

A

GOLD

L I T R I

VI 296.50 FEM

Round shape hob 2,5 cm high
Glass lid
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Underknob one-touch ignition
Enamelled pan support
Analogic clock for gas oven
Analogic programmer for electric oven
Oven light
Adjustable legs
Full glass oven door or enamelled oven door
Storage compartment (drop down door)

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

VI 296.50 TFGPV

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Gas oven with gas grill, turnspit

Option:
Fan assistant gas oven
Cast iron pan support
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DISCOVERY

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL

A

L I T R I

DI 296.50 FEM

Stainless steel hob squared 4 cm
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Underknob one touch ignition
Cast iron pan support
Mechanical timer/digital clock for gas oven
Digital programmer for electric oven
Adjustable legs
Oven light
Enamelled oven door
Storage compartment (drop down door)
Option:
- Telescopic runners
- Fan assistant gas oven

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

DI 296.50 TFGPV

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Gas oven with gas grill, turnspit
DI 296.0I5 FEM

Induction hob with 5 heating elements
Electric multifunction oven
DI 296.05 FEM

Ceramic hob with 5 heating elements
Electric multifunction oven
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SOFT

90X60

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE

A

L I T R I

SO 296.50 FEM

Round shape hob 2,5 cm
Glass lid
Gas burners with flame failure safety device
Automatic ingnition
Enamelled pan support
Mechanical Timer
Adjustable legs
Oven light
Enamelled oven door
Storage compartment (drop down door)

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Electric multifunction oven

SO 296.50 TFGPV

5 gas burners including 1 wok
Gas oven with gas grill, turnspit

Option:
- Fan assistant gas oven
- Cast iron pan support
- Underknob one touch ignition
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HOODS

Available colors

STAINLESS STEEL ANTHRACITE

WHITE

IVORY

BURGUNDY

ACCESSORIES

Teppanyaki plate

34

Splash back

Cast iron wok

90

90cm Cooker Hood
Stainless Steel
800m3/h extraction capacity

S.steel plint one side

Aluminium grease filters
2x20W Halogen lamps

Royal decorative legs
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PIZZA OVEN

36

PIZZA OVEN

Available colors

DARK GREY

RED

2CXP3020
Pizza Oven is an electric oven specially designed to cook
pizzas, using a real Fire Stone.
The Fire Stone absorbs humidity contained in the
dough, cooking as in the wood fuelled ovens of the pizza
restaurants.
Electric elements are designed to reach over 300°C in 10°
minutes with closed cover.

The temperature is suitable to cook froozen/fresh pizzas in
4/5 minutes.
Each pizza oven is equipped with two wood shovels to
easy remove the pizza.
The standard colours are the Red and the Grey.
Other colours are available on request.
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The information in this catalogue should be considered reliable except for any involuntary errors in technical accuracy or
printing errors. The colours of the products shown should be regarded as purely indicative and not binding, due to the
technical limitations in reproduction and printing. With the intention of continuosly improving the products and services
offered , OPTIMA reserves the right to make any changes to the features , colours, parts and supply procedure, without
prior notice. OPTIMA cannot be held responsible for any malfunctioning and damage caused by its own products if they
have not correctly installed as indicated in the instruction manuals. OPTIMA brand and logo are registered trademarks
and belong exclusively to OPTIMA ITALY.
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Optima S.r.l.
Str. Vignolese, 1387
41126 San Damaso (Modena), Italia
Tel: +39 059 468528
info@optimaitaly.it
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